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FAIRY TAIL			 NATSU
personality
Natsu is carefree and reckless in nature,
and, despite his consistent brawls with
the other members of Fairy Tail, he is
a fiercely loyal and protective friend.
Natsu has a straightforward mind, and
often tackles issues with a “hands on”
approach. Even when disrespected or
faced with obvious hostility, Natsu rarely
ever reciprocates the feelings, and often
forgoes grudge-holding.

“I am not alone. I can hear them...
everyone’s voices... I can sense
everyone’s feelings... I am not
alone... Everyone’s feelings... They
support me... They are what give me
the will to stand and fight!”
— Natsu in “The Power
of Emotion”
Natsu continuously tries to prove his
strength to others. At various points in
time, he has challenged Erza, Laxus,
Mirajane, and even Gildarts (in short, all
of Fairy Tail’s current S-Class Mages),
to fight him, albeit, he was beaten every
single time. Despite his losses, Natsu
bears them no ill will, as he considers
everyone in the Guild to be his family.
Natsu has even gone as far as defending
Laxus after his attempt at taking over the
Guild. Due to his reckless nature, Natsu’s
fights usually ends with widespread
destruction.
Natsu’s love of fighting has allowed
him to develop a rather strategic mind,
helping him to, on various occasions,
find weaknesses in his opponent’s

magic
Fire Dragon Slayer Magic: He is adept
with his Dragon Slayer Magic and makes
use of it in many different ways in combat.
As with all Dragon Slayers, he can
consume his respective element, with the
exception of that which he has created,
to replenish his energy reserves.The heat
of his fire can increase in temperature,
which is proportional to Natsu’s emotional
state. This is also called the Flame of
Emotion. He incorporates the flames
he ignites into his fighting style, greatly
increasing the damage of his blows.
For example when he fought Laxus he
wanted to protect the guild. Natsu’s Magic
revolves around the usage of fire that can
spout from any part of his body.

Natsu handles the Twin Dragons:
Sting and Rogue on his own

Natsu vs. Gildarts in the S-Class
Mage Exam on Tenrou Island

personality

techniques, or simply weaknesses his
opponent’s themselves possess. Natsu
has also defeated his opponents with
pure wit, rather than brute strength Natsu,
befitting his recklessness and love of
fighting, never backs out of a fight.
As a Dragon Slayer, Natsu suffers from
motion sickness. Natsu becomes sick
from riding on any form of transportation,
even if the transportation happens to be
other people, as shown when he was
carried by Lucy. This, however, does
not apply to Happy, as he considers
him family, not transportation. Natsu
can become sick from looking at, or
simply thinking about, any form of
transportation. In spite of his naturally
dense nature, Natsu is quite perceptive
and understanding of his friend’s
feelings. Prior to this event, Erza’s wrath,
transportation, and the Magic Council
were the only things that Natsu feared.

Natsu unleashes on Jellal with his
Fire Dragon Slayer magic

FAIRY TAIL			 GAJEEL

natsu dragneel
alias

Salamander The Great
Demon-Lord Dragneel

spells

Fire Dragon Slayer Magic
Dragon Force
Lightning Flame Dragon Mode
Transformation
Ushi no Koku Mairi
Fire Magic
Flame God Slayer Magic
Fire Dragon’s Roar
Fire Dragon’s Brilliant Flame

traits

Enhanced Smell
Enhanced Hearing
Enhanced Strength
Enhanced Reflexes
Enhanced Speed
Enhanced Durability
Master Hand to Hand
Combatant

tools

Scarf from Igneel
Sealed Flame Blade

debuts

Manga: Chapter 1
Anime: Episode 1
Game: Sunday VS Magazine:
Shuuketsu! Choujou
Daikessen!

voice

Japanese: Tetsuya Kakihara
MAKO (child)
English: Todd Haberkorn
Luci Christian (child)

night. He’s also displayed a sense of
honor, despite his actions while a part
of Phantom Lord; when Shadow Gear
confronts Gajeel for the heinous act he
At first, Gajeel is quite cold and apathetic, committed upon them, he makes himself
not hesitating to injure his own allies
an open target, acknowledging the terrible
if irritated. He iron-clubbed a fellow
act he had done to them, and gave them
Phantom Lord Mage who was praising
the opportunity for vengeance. He even
his abilities simply because the latter
protected Levy McGarden after Laxus
was disturbing him while he was eating.
shot a blast of lightning at her, showing
However, Gajeel is completely and
his compassion for his guildmates, as well
genuinely dedicated to whatever guild he as some initial hidden hatred for Laxus.
is affiliated with. In fact, he instigated the
Fairy Tail-Phantom Lord Guild War simply Despite his tough exterior, Gajeel is as
because, as long time-rivals, he
emotionally vulnerable as any other
person. He was noticeably upset upon
realizing that he was the only Dragon
“In my Phantom Lord days,
Slayer that didn’t have a cat as a partner.
maybe I would’ve given up already,
He then desperately tries to find a cat in
but unfortunately, I’m a Fairy Tail
the alleys, but ends up becoming heavily
wizard now. Even if you beat me
exhausted. Later on in Edolas, Gajeel
up now, my heart will not be broken finds the partner he is looking for in the
that easily!”
Exceed, Pantherlily.

- Gajeel to Guttman Kubrick

believed that the Fairy Tail Mages were
enemies. Upon his recruitment to Fairy
Tail, his sense of comradeship seemed
to increase. He even went as far as
reprimanding Laxus Dreyar, whom he
admits to be a more powerful Mage than
he is, for attempting to kill Natsu with
his Lightning Magic when they were
supposed to be allies.

magic

Iron Dragon Slayer Magic: Gajeel was
taught how to use Iron Dragon Slayer
Magic by Metalicana, The Iron Dragon.
As its name implies, Gajeel’s particular
Dragon Slayer Magic deals with the
manipulation of iron. Gajeel eats iron to
regain his own strength, and his teeth
Despite saying that he doesn’t wish to
and jaw muscles are powerful enough to
make friends, he forms them through his gnaw through solid metal with ease, even
tenacious personality. He believes himself allowing him to eat the Magic-canceling
to be a great musician, regardless of what metal of the Dorma Anim. Gajeel’s
others think of him, and enjoys showing
Magic deals with producing multi-sized
off his metal grinding, glass cracking,
iron rods, as well as changing parts of
and ear destroying voice, like when he
his body into steel. Most of his attacks
chains Mirajane Strauss to a wall to steal involve transforming his arms into metallic
her spot as the performing artist for the
weapons, which he can do at will.
Gajeel makes his move on Edolas’
Royal Guard

Gajeel leading Fairy Tail Team B
in the Grand Magic Games

Gajeel beats Guttman Kubrick
with the help of Juvia Lockseer

gajeel redfox
alias

Black Steel
Kurogane

spells

Iron Dragon Slayer Magic
Iron Shadow Dragon Mode
Iron Dragon’s Roar
Iron Dragon’s Club
Iron Dragon’s Kunai
Karma Demon: Iron Spiral
Karma Demon: Iron God Sword
Iron Dragon’s Restraint
Iron Dragon’s Foot Blade
Iron Dragon’s Scales
Iron Dragon’s Hard Fist

traits

Enhanced Smell
Enhanced Strength
Enhanced Speed
Enhanced Durability
Master Hand to Hand
Combatant

tools

None

debuts

Manga: Chapter 47
Anime: Episode 21
Game: Fairy Tail Portable Guild

voice

Japanese: Wataru Hatano
English: David Wald

